Know Your Benefits…
From The California State University
Unsure which benefits you are currently enrolled in? Want to know more about your benefits? Have a plan specific question?

Good news, the answers to these questions and more can be found by accessing The California State University's website at www.standard.com/mybenefits/csu.

This site contains plan specific information and allows you to:
  • View benefits that CSU provides and the voluntary benefits that you are eligible to purchase
  • Acquire certificates
  • Access forms
  • Enroll in coverage
  • View and print a benefit summary (a list of the benefits you are currently enrolled in and your current payroll deduction amounts)
  • Designate your beneficiaries
  • Read posted brochures for eligibility requirements

Still have questions about coverage? Contact Standard Insurance Company at 800.378.5745.

These policies have exclusions, limitations, reduction of benefits and terms under which the policies may be continued in force or terminated. Please contact The Standard or your human resources representative for additional information, including costs and complete details of coverage.